AWS Amendment Notice

The following Amendments have been made and incorporated into the current edition of this document.

2nd Printing: September 2016

AWS Standard: A5.35/A5.35M: 2015-AMD1
Amendment Number: 1
Subject: Subclause 1.1, paragraph 2

This specification does not govern depth of water capability or maximum exposure time for wet welding electrodes classified to this document. However, such testing information shall be recorded as required by Figure 1. Water depth of welding shall also be shown as required by the marking requirements of Clause 14.

AWS Standard: A5.35/A5.35M: 2015-AMD1
Amendment Number: 1
Subject: Figure 1, line 4

Water Depth of Test Welding __________ Electrode Exposure Time __________ Water: Fresh, Salt __________

AWS Standard: A5.35/A5.35M: 2015-AMD1
Amendment Number: 1
Subject: Subclause 14.1, (6), (7)

14.1 Identification. The following information (as a minimum) shall be legibly marked on the outside of each unit package:

(1) This specification number,
(2) Supplier’s name and trade designation,
(3) Electrode size and net weight of container,
(4) Lot number,
(5) AWS A5.35/A5.35M Electrode classification,
(6) Electrode operating characteristics (DCEP and/or DCEN, amperage, and voltage range), and
(7) Water depth of test welding.

The purpose of this amendment notice is to inform the public that a published standard has been technically corrected. An amendment is the correction of an error in substantive content in a published standard that had been inadvertently approved by the required approval procedures.

(Amendment Notice: September 1, 2016)